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Buy Bitcoin with your credit card.









The easiest place to buy and sell Bitcoin. Sign up and get started today.








BUY BITCOIN NOW
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Ministry of Economic Affairs
Virtual Currency Service license in Estonia
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Our Features




























Fast payouts






Fast cryptocurrency payouts - no more waiting time






















Best commissions available






Great commission structure for all transactions with no hidden fees.






















Fast verification process






Our service aims to provide fast data processing, which reflects on the verification process






















Live 24/7 support






Our dedicated, multilingual support team is ready to help you out via email or live chat
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Buying Bitcoin Just Got Easier.








From simplified registration and onboarding to fast reconciliation, our innovative fully automated platform got you covered. 

There has never been a simpler process.






Register Now

































                                        
                                        












Get started in minutes
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Create an Account 

Fill in your personal details and verify your email.
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Verify Your Account 

Complete the identity verification process to secure your account and transactions.
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Start Buying Bitcoins 

You're good to go! Buy/sell Bitcoin, for your existing portfolio, and discover what CoinCarrier has to offer.













Get Started now










                
                             


            

    
                
            
















WE ACCEPT
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	Privacy Policy
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This website is powered and operated by Mybitok OÜ, a company incorporated and registered under the laws of Estonia under Registry Code 14668300, whose address is Parda 8, 10151, Kesklinna linnaosa, Tallinn, Harju maakond, 11317, Estonia. Mybitok is holding a virtual currency service license in Estonia (Reg. No. FVT000459). All customers’ transactions are placed and processed directly with Mybitok OÜ and thus governed by the laws of Estonia. All materials on this website are for informational purposes only. None of the material should be interpreted as investment advice, and you are advised to obtain independent advice (financial, legal, etc.) prior to performing any investments of purchasing cryptocurrency through our platform. Purchasing and/or holding Cryptocurrency carries a high level of risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prices of cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile and may be affected by external factors such as financial, regulatory, or political events. DO NOT buy cryptocurrencies if you do not understand their nature, or if you do not understand the risk associated therewith, or if you cannot afford the loss of your entire investment funds. Mybitok OÜ has no control over, or liability for, the delivery, quality, safety, legality, or any other aspect of any goods or services that you may purchase or sell to or from a third party. Transactions in virtual currencies are recorded on the public ledger and are therefore irreversible. By making a purchase request, you represent to us that you are the sole beneficial owner of the digital wallet address you provide and that you bear sole responsibility for checking its accuracy. You are also responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your Account information, including your password. You agree that we are in no way responsible or liable for the External Websites referenced or linked from our website, including, but not limited to, website content, policies, failures, promotions, products, opinions, advice, statements, prices, activities and advertisements, services or actions and/or any damages, losses, failures or problems caused by, related to, or arising from those sites. For further information please refer to our terms and conditions. © Mybitok OÜ


















        

    
    





    

    










